
Tuesday, July 1
All Star Comedy Jam: Live from Las Vegas (NR) Stand Up
Mike Epps and some of standup’s freshest talent bring down the house in 
this hilarious high energy night of comedy.
Like Father, Like Son (NR) Foreign/Drama (Japan)
A successful businessman must make a life changing decision when he 
learns that his biological son was switched at birth.
The Lunchbox (PG) Foreign/Drama (India)
A mistaken lunchbox delivery connects a lonely young housewife in a 
loveless marriage to an older widower in the dusk of his life.
Once Upon a Time in Vietnam (R) Foreign/Action (Vietnam)
While on a mission to save fugitives in a small town, a commander in the 
Emperor’s army finds himself at war with a tyrannical crime boss.
Oy Vey! My Son Is Gay! (NR) Studio Q/Comedy
A Jewish family struggling with acceptance has a big change of heart 
when their gay son and his gentile boyfriend adopt a child.
The Unknown Known (PG13) Documentary
Former U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld discusses his career 
from his days in Congress in the 1960s to the invasion of Iraq in 2003.
Vinyl (NR) Comedy
Aging rock group use a young fresh faced punk band to front new 
recordings to fool the music industry.
A Young Doctor’s Notebook (NR) Drama -- Jon Hamm, Daniel Radcliffe
In the early 20th century, a young doctor arrives in a small Russian village 
during the time of the Russian Revolution to work in the local hospital.

Tuesday, July 8
Bad Words (R) Comedy -- Jason Bateman, Kathryn Hahn
A spelling bee loser sets out to exact revenge by finding a loophole and 
attempting to win as an adult.
Dear Viola (NR) Comedy -- Kellie Martin
An accountant submits a reply to a “Dear Viola” letter at the paper she 
works for and soon the whole town is involved in the ensuing romantics.
Don Peyote (NR) Comedy -- Jay Baruchel, Anne Hathaway
An unemployed stoner finally finds a purpose in life after an unpleasant 
encounter with a homeless man who preaches the end is near.
Favor (NR) Thriller
A young man’s perfect life is put in jeopardy when the waitress with whom 
he’s having a casual fling is accidentally killed in their motel room.
Jackass Presents: Bad Grandpa .5 (NR) Comedy -- Johnny Knoxville
This unrated video version of the popular comedy includes over 40 
minutes of additional outtakes and interviews.
Jodorowsky’s Dune (PG13) Documentary
Filmmaker Frank Pavich explores Alejandro Jodorowsky’s aborted film 
adaptation of Frank Herbert’s celebrated sci-fi novel DUNE.

Kid Cannabis (NR) Drama
An 18-year old high school dropout and his friend start trafficking marijuana 
across the border of Canada, changing their lives forever in the process.
Le Week-End (R) British Drama
A British couple return to Paris many years after their honeymoon there in an 
attempt to rejuvenate their marriage.
Maidentrip (NR) Documentary
14-year-old Laura Dekker sets out on a two-year voyage in pursuit of her 
dream to become the youngest person ever to sail around the world alone.
Ragamuffin (PG13) Drama
Based on the life of Rich Mullins, a musical prodigy who rose to Christian 
music fame and fortune only to walk away and live on a Navajo reservation.
The Raid 2: Berendal (R) Foreign/Crime Thriller (Indonesia)
A cop goes undercover with the thugs of Jakarta to bring down the 
syndicate and uncover the corruption within his own police department.
Rigor Mortis (NR) Foreign/Horror (Hong Kong)
A public housing tenement is plunged into a dark storm of supernatural 
chaos in this homage to the Chinese vampire movies of the 1980s.
This Ain’t California (NR) Foreign/Sports Documentary (Germany)
In a celebration of the lust for life, this documentary takes a trip into the 
world of roller boarding in the German Democratic Republic.
Watermark (PG) Documentary
This environmentally conscious documentary explores the fragile relationship 
between mankind and our most precious resource: water.
Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow (NR) Foreign/Studio Q (Taiwan)
A married man begins to question his sexual orientation as he and his wife 
consider having another child.

Tuesday, July 15
Bethlehem (NR) Foreign/Drama (Israel)
An Israeli Secret Service officer develops a complex relationship with his 
teenage Palestinian informant.
A Day Late and a Dollar Short (PG13) Drama -- Whoopi Goldberg
When a woman learns that her next asthma attack may kill her, she sets out 
to fix her fractured family before she steps anywhere near the grave.
Drones (NR) Action/Adventure
Two soldiers are tasked with deciding the fate of a terrorist with a single 
push of a button. 
The Face of Love (PG13) Drama -- Robin Williams, Annette Bening
A widow falls for a guy who bears a striking resemblance to her late 
husband.
The Last Days (NR) Foreign/Sci-Fi (Spain)
When a mysterious epidemic forces people to live inside, a Barcelona man 
sets out on a quest to find his missing girlfriend without ever going outside.
A Night in Old Mexico (NR) Adventure -- Robert Duvall
Forced to give up his land and his only home, a cantankerous Texas rancher 
takes off on one last adventure to Mexico with his young grandson.
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Road to Paloma (R) Adventure 
Wolf, a Native American on the run after avenging his mother’s murder, 
flees across the desolate American West on his motorcycle.
Under the Skin (R) Sci-Fi -- Scarlett Johansson
An alien assumes the form of an alluring female and prowls the streets of 
Scotland, leading lonely and unsuspecting men to their doom.
The Wiper Times (NR) British War Drama
Discovering a printing press in the ruins of Belgium during World War I, a 
captain decides to publish a satirical magazine called The Wipers Times.
Wrinkles (NR) Animated/Drama
Astonishing animated tale from Spain about friendship, resistance and life 
set among the unexpected landscape of an elderly care facility.

Tuesday, July 22
All Cheerleaders Die (NR) Thriller
A rebel girl turns to the cheerleaders to take down the football captain, but 
a supernatural turn of events thrusts the girls into a different battle.
The Angriest Man in Brooklyn (R) Comedy -- Robin Williams, Mila Kunis
A curmudgeonly man is told that he has 90 minutes to live and promptly 
sets out to reconcile with his wife, brother and friends pronto.
Appleseed: Alpha (PG13) Animated
A young female soldier and her cyborg partner battle through post-World 
War 3 apocalyptic New York in search of humanity’s future hope.
Blue Ruin (R) Thriller
A mysterious outsider’s quiet life is turned upside down when he returns to 
his childhood home to carry out an act of vengeance.
Cesar Chavez (PG13) Drama -- Michael Peña, America Ferrera
Big-screen biopic of the civil-rights activist and labor organizer Cesar 
Chavez.
Dark Space (NR) Sci-Fi
Six friends are forced to crash land on a mysterious alien planet, but it 
soon becomes clear that they are not alone.
Dom Hemingway (R) British Comedy -- Jude Law, Richard E. Grant
After spending 12 years in prison for keeping mum, a notorious safe-
cracker is back on the streets of London looking for a payback.
GMO OMG (NR) Documentary
This documentary tells the story of a father’s discovery of GMOs in 
relationship to his three young children and the world around him. 
Heaven is for Real (PG) Drama -- Greg Kinnear
A small-town father must find the courage and conviction to share his son’s 
extraordinary, life-changing experience with the world.
Love or Whatever (NR) Studio Q/Drama
When Corey’s boyfriend dumps him for a woman, he sets off on a wild 
journey of discovery that leads him to new love and life-changing choices.
Made in America (NR) Music/Documentary
Director Ron Howard takes fans inside the world of hip-hop artist Jay-Z in 
this concert doc shot during a two-day music festival set in Philadelphia.
Make Your Move (PG13) Drama
Two dancers in New York City begin a relationship, but are torn by rivalries 
surrounding the city’s underground dance clubs.
Red Wing (PG13) Drama -- Bill Paxton
A mysterious orphan maintains his integrity in the face of intense adversity 
in this drama based on George Sand’s novella FRANÇOIS LE CHAMPI. 
Sabotage (R) Action -- Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sam Worthington
Members of an elite DEA task force find themselves being taken down one 
by one after they rob a drug cartel safe house.
Sector 4: Extraction (R) Action
While on a mission in the most dangerous area of the Middle East, a team 
of private military contractors are ambushed and taken hostage.
The Single Moms Club (PG13) Comedy -- Nia Long, Amy Smart
When five struggling single moms put aside their differences to form a 
support group, they find inspiration and laughter in their new sisterhood.
The Suspect (NR) Foreign/Action (South Korea)
The best field agent in North Korea is on the run seeking vengeance and 
answers after the murder of his wife and daughter.
Transcendence (PG13) Sci-Fi -- Johnny Depp
A scientist’s drive for artificial intelligence takes on dangerous implications 
when his consciousness is uploaded into one such program.

Tuesday, July 29
The Amazing Catfish (NR) Foreign/Drama (Mexico)
A lonely young supermarket clerk strikes up a life changing friendship with 
another patient after an unexpected trip to the hospital.

Bad Johnson (NR) Comedy -- Cam Gigadet
A charismatic womanizer receives his comeuppance after his penis 
mysteriously leaves his body and takes human form.
Big Losers (NR) Comedy -- Rob Gleeson, Dane Davenport
A young man returns to his roots in Scarsdale, N.Y. determined to take back 
his grandfather’s cheese shop that was taken over by his childhood bully.
Cold Turkey (NR) Comedy -- Alicia Witt, Cheryl Hines
Thanksgiving for the eccentric Turner clan turns into a train wreck when 
“insane” daughter Nina comes home for the first time in 15 years.
Cuban Fury (R) Comedy -- Nick Frost, Rashida Jones
A hapless, overweight loser hides the passionate heart of a salsa king, 
which is about to be ignited by a beautiful woman.
Finding Vivian Maier (NR) Documentary
An exploration of the life of nanny Vivian Maier, whose unknown cache of 
100,000 street photographs earned her posthumous acclaim.
Five Dances (NR) StudioQ/Drama
The coming of age tale of an extraordinarily gifted young dancer who 
recently arrived in New York City.
The French Minister (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
An eager young speech writer for a French politician finds his ambitions 
thwarted by the apathic technocrats at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Half of a Yellow Sun (R) Drama
Two sisters return home to 1960s Nigeria as civil war breaks out, and find 
their differences overshadowed by looming political events.
It Felt Like Love (R) Drama
A young woman fixates on an older tough guy who will “sleep with anyone” 
in order to emulate the sexual exploits of her best friend. 
Lullaby (R) Drama -- Amy Adams, Garrett Hedlund
A man who’s estranged from his family receives word that his father has 
chosen to take himself off life support within 48 hours.
Noah (PG13) Drama -- Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly
A man is chosen by his world’s creator to undertake a momentous mission 
before an apocalyptic flood cleanses the world.
On My Way (NR) Foreign/Comedy (France) Catherine Deneuve
Facing a failed relationship and a struggling restaurant, a woman hits the 
road for an adventure with her grandson.
The Other Woman (PG13) Comedy -- Cameron Diaz, Leslie Mann
Three women team up to plot revenge against a three-timing paramour after 
they learn about one another.
The Protector 2  (R) Foreign/Martial Arts (Thailand)
When the owner of a major elephant camp is murdered, the young fighter 
Kham finds himself the number one suspect and on the run.
Secret State (NR) Drama -- Gabriel Byrne
This TV miniseries explores the relationship between a democratically 
elected government, big business and the banks.
UFC172: Jones Vs Teixeira (NR) Sports
The 172nd UFC event is toplined by a light-heavyweight title match between 
reigning champ Jon Jones and Glover Teixeira. The undercard includes Phil 
Davis vs. Anthony Jackson, and middleweight Tim Boetsch vs. Luke Rockhold.

New Horror Releases
Afflicted (R) - 7/1
The Returned (NR) - 7/1
Stage Fright (R) - 7/8
Open Grave (NR) - 7/15
The Den (NR) - 7/29

New TV on DVD
Hinterland: Series 1 (NR) - 7/1
Nat’l Geo: Wild Hawaii (NR) - 7/1
Endeavour: Series 2 (NR) - 7/8
Nature: Leave it to Beavers (NR) - 7/8
Nature: The Gathering of Swarms (NR) - 7/8
Black Dynamite: Season 1 (NR) - 7/15
Case Histories: Series 2 (NR) - 7/15
Hell on Wheels: Season 3 (PG13) - 7/15
Orphan Black: Season 2 (NR) - 7/15
Wahlburgers: Season 1 (PG) - 7/22
Midsommer Murders: Set 24 (NR) - 7/29 
Nat’l Geo: Kingdom of the Apes (NR) - 7/29 

Some titles may not be available at both locations, but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.


